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A classical result of Enestrdm and Kakeya (if a, >a,-, >a,-, ... >a, > 0,
then, for 1.z/ > 1, CE=a alzk # 0) is extended to polynomials whose coefficients are
monotonic but not necessarily positive. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
The following result is well known.
THEOREM

A (EnestrGm-Kakeya). If
a,~a,_,~a,_,~...~a,~a,>O,

(l-1)

then, for (zj > 1, CEzOakzk # 0.

Theorem A has been extended in various ways (cf. [ 1,2,5]).
Labelle and Rahman [4, Theorem 31 proved
THEOREM

B. If p(z)= ,JJ~=oakzk is a polynomial

Joyal,

of (exact) degree n

(n > 1) such that
a,~a,-,~a,-,~...~a,~a,,

(1.2)

then p(z) has all its zeros in the circle.
IZIG

an-ao+laol
(a ,
”

*

(1.3)
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In this paper we show that the disk given by (1.3) can be replaced by an
annulus with a smaller outer radius. More precisely, we prove the following
THEOREM.
Let p(z) = Cz!,, ak zk be a polynomial
(n > 1) such that

of (exact) degree n

a,2a,-,>...>aa,2a,.
Then p(z) has all its zeros in the annulus (perhaps degenerate)
R2< Izl <R,.
Here

and
R2 = &

l--R? b&f2 - laoI) + {R:b’(M,-

laol)2 + 4 \a,( R:M:}1’2],

2

where

M1=a,-ao+laol,
M,=R:(la,IR,

+a,-a,),

c=a,-a,-,,
b=al-a,.

(1.4)

Moreover
O<R,<

l<R,<

“‘-p”;‘““‘.
a,

(1.5)

If a, > 0, the last theorem yields Theorem A.
To prove (1.5), observe that the inequality R i > 1 follows from the
definition of R i noting that c > 0 and M, > la, I. The inequality 0 < R, < 1
follows from the definition of R, and the inequality (a,1 < (MJR i).
(M2 + Ri b)/(M, + b), which is a consequence of (3.7). Thus in order to
establish (1.5), it remains only to show that R, < (a,, - a0 + la,()/(a,I, and
for this, note that
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if

which is true if

Since (1.6) holds, the inequality R r < (a, - a, + ]a,])/]~,, ] follows and the
proof of (1.5) is complete.
The results obtained by our Theorem are at least as good as those
obtained by Theorem B, but in some cases the results obtained by our
Theorem are very much better than those obtained by Theorem B. To
illustrate this we consider the following examples.
EXAMPLE

1.
p(z) = 6z4 + 4z3 + 3z2 + 22 - 100.

Theorem B gives that p(z) has all its zeros in ]z/ < 34.3334, while our
Theorem gives that p(z) has all its zeros in 0 . 1297 < ]z] < 6.0236.
EXAMPLE

2.

Theorem B gives that p(z) has all its zeros in ]z ] < 4001 and by our
Theorem, all the zeros of p(z) are contained in ]z] < 63.2535.
2. LEMMAS
LEMMA

1. If p(z) is analytic inside and on the unit circle, I p(z)1 < M

(M> 0) on Izl=

1, undp(O)=u,

then
(2.1)

for IzI < 1.

Lemma 1 is a well-known generalization of Schwarz’s lemma.
From a lemma due to Govil, Rahman and Schmeisser [3, p. 3251, one can
easily prove
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LEMMA 2.

Ip(z)l<Mfor

If p(z) is analytic in IzI <R,
IzI=R, then,for (zl<R,

p(O) = 0, p’(O) = b, and

Ip(z)l < Mlzl Mlzl +R2 lb1
..R2
M+Izllbl ’

(2.2)

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

Consider
g(z) = (1 - Z)P(Z)
= -a,z n+1 + 2

(a,-ua,-,)zk+a,

k=l
=

-u,z

n+l

+P(z),

say.

If by Q(z) we denote the polynomial z”P(l/z),

(3.1)

then

Q(z) = k$ ((zk- u&l) Z”-k + a$“.
For lz) = 1, we have

IQ@>1
< 2 @k-&-I) + la,1=“,*
k=l

Applying Lemma 1 to the function Q(z), we get for Iz I < 1

lp($)1

MM+(%-a”-I)

=IQ(z)lGM1
(a,-ua,-,)IzI+M1’

(3.2)

If IzI > 1, then (3.2) yields

M, + (a, - a,- 1)IZI
IP(z>lGMI IZY (a,--a,-,)+w4

(3.3)

Thus for [zI= R > 1,

I &)I > I--ad”+’ +JYz)I
2 I4 R”+’ - IP(
> Iu,I R”+’ -M,R”

M, + Na,, - an-,)
M,R + (a, - an-d

(by (3.3))
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(by (1.4))

1

=MEn+c ~~~I~,l~2--~~~~-l~a,l~-~~l
1
>o

=R,.

Therefore p(z) has all its zeros in
IzI GR,.

(3.4)

Next we show that p(z) has no zeros in IzI <R,.
g(z) = a0 + e

We have by (3.1)

(a, - akJ zk - anzn+’

k=l

say.

= a, +f(z),

(3.5)

Clearly, if IzI <R,, then

IfWl G lanlRYtl + f

(ak-ak-l)Rt

k=l

+R:

<laa,lRft’

f
k=l

(ak-ak-,)

=la,lR:+‘+R:(a,--ao)
=RXlanlRl

+an-ao)

=M,.

0.6)

Further, sincef(0) = 0 and S’(O) = a, - a, = b, by Lemma 2 we have

If(

M,IzI M,IzI+R:b
G7
1

for Izl<R,.

M,+Izlb

(3.7)
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Combining (3.5) and (3.7), we get, for IzI <RI,

Ik(z)lWol-~

M2 Izl M2 IZI +w
1
M2 + Izl b

1
=-R:(M,+lzlb)

~1~12~:+~:~1~1~~,-1~,1~-1~,1~:~,1

> 0,
if

IzI < -R:W-M)+

{R’:b*W,-b,I)*

+4l~,IR:~:~“*

2A4;
=R,
(since M, - Ia, I = M, - If( 1)l > 0 by (3.6)), which implies that p(z) has no
zeros in

IZI (R,v

(3-g)

and the theorem follows.
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